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	Master Oracle Recovery Master


	Protect your databases from hardware, software, and operator failures using the detailed information in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle RMAN 11g Backup and Recovery explains how to configure databases, generate accurate archives, and carry out system restores. Work from the command line or Oracle Enterprise Manager, automate the backup process, perform Oracle Flashback recoveries, and integrate cloud computing technology. This authoritative resource also shows you how to create reports, optimize performance, and implement third-party administration utilities.

	
		Set up, configure, and maintain Oracle Recovery Manager (Oracle RMAN)
	
		Manage physical and virtual media with Oracle Secure Backup
	
		Work with Oracle RMAN catalogs, packages, and control files
	
		Use the Amazon Web Services cloud as an offsite storage solution
	
		Create online, offline, and incremental system backups
	
		Perform full and partial Oracle RMAN database restores
	
		Correct user-induced errors with Oracle Flashback
	
		Product clone and standby databases on local or remote servers
	
		Use Oracle Real Application Clusters and synch and split technology



	For a complete list of Oracle Press titles, visit www.OraclePressBooks.com
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Photochemistry: Past, Present and FutureSpringer, 2015

	This anthological description of the history and applications of photochemistry provides photochemistry practitioners with complementary information about the field, currently not covered in existing textbooks and handbooks. The first part focuses on the historical development of the field, including light-matter interaction, the discovery of...
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Handbook of Plastic OpticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	This volume is the only book to describe in detail all aspects of plastic optics from design issues to production technology and quality control aspects. Throughout, the focus is firmly set on practical applications, making this an indispensable source of information for all those working in optics research and development.
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Palm Programming: The Developer's GuideO'Reilly, 1998
What accounts for the PalmPilot's astonishing success? After all, there are more fully featured handhelds (the dead Apple Newton), smaller ones (Rex), less expensive ones (Avigo), ones with keyboards (Psion), and ones backed by Microsoft (Windows CE devices). Yet all of those palmtops (and many more) put together constitute only 35% of the palmtop...
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Pro Continuous Delivery: With Jenkins 2.0Apress, 2017

	
		Follow this step-by-step guide for creating a continuous delivery pipeline using all of the new features in Jenkins 2.0 such as Pipeline as a Code, multi-branch pipeline, and more. You will learn three crucial elements for achieving a faster software delivery pipeline: a fungible build/test environment, manageable and reproducible...
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Crystallization Process SystemsButterworth-Heinemann, 2002

	Crystallization from solution is a core technology in major sectors of the
	chemical process and allied industries. Crystals are produced in varying sizes
	ranging from as small as a few tens of nanometers to several millimetres
	or more, both as discrete particles and as structured agglomerates. Well-
	established examples include bulk...
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Mac OS X: The Missing Manual, Tiger EditionO'Reilly, 2005
You can set your watch to it: As soon as Apple comes out with another version of Mac OS X, David Pogue hits the streets with another meticulous Missing Manual to cover it with a wealth of detail. The new Mac OS X 10.4, better known as Tiger, is faster than its predecessors, but nothing's too fast for Pogue and Mac OS X: The Missing Manual. There...
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